
Nationality and Borders Bill 

 

Introduction 

Please pray for our MPs, and prayerfully consider writing to your own local MP,  as they are 
currently considering the Nationality and Borders Bill going through Parliament. These 
proposals threaten to endanger our historic welcome to those fleeing persecution and 
violence. As Baptist Christians, gathering in Church Meeting to ‘discern the mind of Christ’, 
we need to look calmly at the facts and not be swayed by some of the portrayals in the 
media. We look through the lens of the Gospel, especially recalling the ‘Good Samaritan’ 
who did not ‘walk by on the other side’ (read Luke 10: 25-37)  

 

1. We agree that a review of the current system for asylum seekers is needed. We also 
agree the system needs to have ‘fairness and efficiency’ but with the compassion and 
respect for human rights for which the UK has been renowned. 

 

2. A fundamental concern is the distinction the Bill makes between ‘legal’ and ‘illegal’, 
‘admissible’ and ‘inadmissible’ asylum seekers. It is outlining a two-tier system which 
determines whether a person has a right to safety and sanctuary solely based on how they 
came to the United Kingdom. This clearly contravenes the letter and spirit of the 1951 UN 
Refugee Convention of which the UK is a signatory. All asylum seekers have the equal right 
to stay until their claim is assessed.  

 

The asylum seeker’s case should be judged by his/her situation in the country s/he has left, 
rather than the mode of arrival. Indeed, the issue of human traffickers’ needs to be 
addressed but not through refusing its victims safety and protection. This Bill raises the 
possibility of those using irregular routes being imprisoned for up to 4 years. Teresa May, 
former Conservative Prime Minister, raised concerns about this in Parliament recently – 
“We must not send out the message that somebody genuinely fleeing persecution whose 
only route out of that persecution is to the UK, will automatically be seen as a criminal". 
Admittance through safe routes has slowed down in recent months, creating further 
opportunities for desperate people to use risky routes.  

 

3. We are also concerned about placing more emphasis on the initial interview 
when asylum seekers are very vulnerable and traumatised. From our experience, and in the 
interest of common humanity, they need some time to adjust before the substantive 
interview. 

 

4. We know that the long wait in the process causes much mental stress for so many. The 
latest data shows that 70,000 people were waiting for a decision on their initial asylum 
application – up 73% over the past 2 years despite a decline in the number of applicants. 
The system needs more people appointed and properly trained within the Home Office to 
speed up the process of decision-making.  



We have seen the stress this waiting causes people and their young families when they 
wait sometimes for many months and even years before they receive the Home Office 
decision. This also applies to those waiting to receive a date for interview which can extend 
to two years and longer after their arrival in the UK. 

 

5. The asylum seekers we have got to know want to work and become self-sufficient. In the 
UK, we do not understand why people are unable to work for at least one year, in contrast 
to so many other countries, and then in very limited occupations. Some of the asylum 
seekers we know are trained doctors and university lecturers, schoolteachers, nurses, 
carers, food and hospitality workers etc. Their right to work would also contribute to the UK 
economy as well as providing essential skills needed at this time. Dominic Raab, recently 
appointed Minister of Justice, is ‘open minded’ on this issue.  

 

6. A major concern is the restriction on appeals. We note that nearly 50% of appeals 
against the initial negative Home Office decision are upheld. The government needs to take 
this seriously as to why this is the case. If appeal opportunities are curtailed, there is much 
scope for greater injustice. Also, more legal aid support is needed and for longer to ensure 
improvements in the whole process. 

 

7. We are deeply concerned about the possibility of assessing claims whilst asylum seekers 
are placed off-shore; this threatens to undermine human rights’ norms of freedom from 
detention. The best response is housing within communities and more housing is clearly 
needed.  Also, this should happen across all local authorities. Currently, one third of Local 
Authorities have few, if any, asylum seekers. This will enrich relationships across the UK, 
providing a stable environment for asylum seekers and their families, with all the economic 
benefits too. 

 

This country has a history of welcoming asylum seekers down the centuries - of which we 
can be rightly proud. It has been a joy for us to welcome many asylum seekers here at NNR 
and we rejoice with those granted ‘leave to remain’ who are now flourishing in doing 
purposeful work, independent of state benefits and enriching our communities in so many 
ways. 

 

Letters can be sent to the respective MPs by email or post to  

 House of Commons, Westminster, London SW1A 0AA 

 

Ernie Whalley, Chair, Reach Project, New North Road Baptist Church, Huddersfield 

 


